We present a statistical analysis of the optical emission properties for a mixed-morphology (E]S) sample of galaxy pairs. The sample is large and diverse enough (D150 pairs) to permit discrimination of pairs by morphological types. It samples a large enough volume of space to justify derivation of the optical luminosity function. We Ðnd an average factor of 1.6 enhancement in the optical luminosity of the late-type pair components relative to an isolated galaxy control sample. This is interpreted as the optical signature of the interactionÈstar formation connection. We Ðnd a complete absence of dwarf pairs that is probably related to a corresponding lack of isolated E/S0 dwarf galaxies in (M Zw º [17.0) the control sample. The spirals in (E]S) and (S]S) pairs show similar levels of optical enhancement but fail to show a trend toward higher luminosity with decreasing companion separation. A Ðrst-order comparison of galaxy type distributions between our pair and isolated samples suggests that (1) pairs show an excess of elliptical and early-type spiral (Sa-b) components and (2) corresponding deÐcit of S0s and late-type spirals in the "" E ÏÏ and "" S ÏÏ pair components, respectively. We consider both possible bias and dynamical explanations for (1) the observed (E]S) spiral-component luminosity excess and (2) the morphology excesses/deÐcits.
INTRODUCTION
Hints that galaxy interactions might play an important role in inducing multiwavelength emission enhancement date back at least 40 years. One of the Ðrst quantitative indications came from Holmberg (1958) as a by-product of his famous photometric survey of nearby galaxies. By comparing the photographic colors of paired galaxies, he found a signiÐcant correlation between the colors of pair components. This phenomenon has since been referred to as the "" Holmberg e †ect.ÏÏ Although the physical explanation of the Holmberg e †ect is complex, it reÑects in part a tendency for similar types of galaxies to form together (morphological concordance), a possible reÑection of the role of local environment in determining galaxy morphology. It can presumably also reÑect mutually induced star formation (Kennicutt et al. 1987) . HolmbergÏs insight was not an accident ; it required a large database of photographic photometry for normal and paired galaxies, two of his enduring contributions to extragalactic astronomy. Since that time, two key improvements have been made. (1) The development of optical, infrared, and radio tracers of star formation activity : to mention a few representative examples, Tovmassian (1969) suggested that multiple galaxies have an enhanced probability of radio emission. This suggestion was not accepted until several radio surveys conÐrmed it for several large samples of interacting galaxies (Sulentic 1976 ; Stocke, Ti †t, & Kaftan-Kassim 1978 ; Hummel 1980 ). At about the same time, evidence for unusual optical emission from pairs, in the form of a wider dispersion of galaxy colors, was advanced (Larson & Tinsley 1978) . (2) Optical and infrared observation of diverse samples of paired and isolated galaxies have provided better statistics on the interactionÈstar formation connection (Bergvall & Johansson 1995 ; Kennicutt et al. 1987 ; Xu & Sulentic 1991) . See, e.g., Sulentic (1990) , Kennicutt (1992) , and, more recently, Sanders & Mirabel (1996) and Dultzin-Hacyan (1997) for reviews. This is the Ðrst paper of a series devoted to the study of the emission properties from galaxies in mixed-morphology (E]S) isolated pairs. The paper examines the level of optical enhancement that can be stimulated by galaxygalaxy interactions and its correlation to optical morphology. This issue has been partly addressed in previous works, but the focus of those studies was on like-morphology (S]S) systems. Mixed pairs o †er a special vantage point on the interactionÈstar formation problem because the pairs are the simplest examples of nonhierarchical two-body encounters where one of the components is (1) a slow rotator and (2) gas-poor. The second property will be particularly useful in a subsequent paper that explores the far-IR properties of the sample over the full range of component separations.
In°2 we present the data samples and study their completeness properties. The optical behavior of a sample of (S]S) pairs, similarly compiled from the same catalog is also considered. The samples survey a large enough volume of space to warrant study of the optical luminosity functions in°3. In°4 we consider the optical behavior of (E]S) pairs as a function of the interaction class and the orbital parameters of the interaction. Section 5 make a Ðrst-order comparison of the morphological types in the paired and isolated samples. A general discussion and Ðnal remarks are presented in°6, and, Ðnally, a procedure to estimate the fraction of optical pairs is explained in the Appendix.
THE OPTICAL SAMPLES
Our study makes use of two of the deepest and most complete galaxy samples suitable for studies of the interactionÈstar formation connection. The Catalog of Isolated Pairs (CPG ; Karachentsev 1972 ) and the matching Catalog of Isolated Galaxies (CIG ; Karachantseva 1973) were based on a visual search of the Palomar Sky Survey, north of d º [3¡. The vast majority of objects are found in the highÈGalactic latitude regions b º 20¡, and the same magnitude limit for both samples is The selecm Zw ¹ 15.7. tion criteria used in assembling the CPG can be expressed by the following relation :
where x corresponds to apparent separation and a to major-axis diameter, j \ 1, 2 representing the pair components and i the nearest neighbor. Stronger isolation criteria are also applied by replacing the constants by 10, 0.5, 4 or 5, 0.25, and 4 in the above relation. Similarly, the CIG matching catalog was assembled with an isolation criterion expressed by the following relation :
Karachentseva included other isolation criteria depending on whether or not other galaxies, within a factor of 4 in size, were found near the 20 diameter boundary or even if a galaxy is deÐnitely not isolated according to the CIG criteria. The less-isolated galaxies comprise less than 5% in our CIG sample, so we have not excluded them in the present study. Further discussion of these criteria can be found in Stocke et al. (1978) , Adams, Jensen, & Stocke (1980) , and Karachentsev (1987) .
All galaxies in the CPG have measured redshifts, but not every galaxy has an apparent magnitude reported. We have followed the procedures in Karachentsev (1987) to estimate apparent magnitudes for the missing (E]S) pairs from their published combined magnitudes. Although the CPG has uniform and reasonably well-deÐned morphological types, we excluded 24 false (E]S) pairs from the 155 listed in the original catalog, mainly because they showed obvious (S0]S0) or (E]S0) morphologies and because Ðve pairs showed component redshift di †erences greater than 1200 km s~1. Our sample of isolated (E]S) pairs comprises 126 systems. Finally, after eliminating the (S]S0) pairs, the S galaxies without apparent Zwicky magnitude reported, and the (S]S) pairs with *v º 1200 km s~1, we got 219 (S]S) pairs for comparison purposes.
The isolated galaxy sample comprises essentially all (latetype) galaxies in the CIG catalog, except for two dwarf members of the Local Group (CIG 663 and 802) and 12 peculiar galaxies that are noted in the CIG or UGC as possible multiple systems (CIG 6, 247, 278, 349, 809, 819, 853, 938, 940, 946, 1027, and 1028) . We found published redshifts for 468 (45%) of the 1050 galaxies in the CIG. This part of the CIG was adopted as our control sample in the optical luminosity function (OLF) analysis.
Completeness and Bias in the CPG and CIG Samples
Previous estimates of the overall completeness of our galaxy samples (Stocke et al. 1978 ; Karachentsev 1987) suggested that the CPG and CIG were 90% and 70%È80% complete, respectively, in the range We m Zw \ 13.6È15.7. reevaluated the completeness for the pair and isolated subsamples adopted. magnitude distributions for the (E]S) pair sample as well as the (S]S) and isolated control samples. The error bars are calculated according to Schmidt (1968) . Figure 1 suggests that all of the samples are reasonably (D90%) complete to although none are 100% m Zw B 15.7, complete at any apparent magnitude level. Incompleteness at bright magnitudes is the price paid for using an isolation criterion where bright nearby pairs are rejected because the apparent separations of the components are so large that the pair fails to fulÐll the isolation requirement. The decrease of at fainter magnitudes is due to incom-SV /V m T pleteness associated with the visual selection process and the increase in the background galaxy density that reduces the number of pairs that satisfy the isolation criterion. The completeness fractions estimated for the CIG, (E]S), and (S]S) samples (in the magnitude interval 13.5È15.7) are D82%, D90%, and D87%, respectively.
Rather than discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the CIG and CPG selection criteria, which can be found in previous work, we summarize some possible sources of bias in both catalogs. This is a useful list to consider when adopting these catalogs for statistical study. We begin with the CPG sample :
1. Pair samples selected with CPG-type isolation criteria are biased toward binaries with small viewing angles and perhaps certain orbital phases (see pairs near pericenter ; Van Moorsel 1982) .
2. Although the projected physical separations (H 0 \ 75 km s~1 Mpc~1 throughout) for the (E]S) and (S]S) samples are small, SxT \ 40.1 and 42.1 kpc, respectively, there is still a source of contamination from accordant redshift optical pairs. This is a difficult source to evaluate, Vol. 118 because most such optical pairs are members of loose group structures with magnitude and redshift properties completely within the domain of expectation for physical binary systems. Karachentsev & Shcherbanovsky (1978) used Monte Carlo simulations for modeling the observed clustering properties of pairs, leading them to the conclusion that D11% of the CPG pairs are optical pairs but that the accordant false alignments in groups was D30% (see the Appendix for an estimation of the fraction of optical pairs). The converse problem, identiÐcation of physical pairs, can be accomplished : (a) individually, if the components show direct signs of interaction, and (b) statistically, by estimating the fraction of a sample that shows enhanced emission properties.
3. The CPG sample will reject highly evolved pairs such as mergers in the Ðnal stages of coalescence. This stems from the selection requirement that the galaxies have a discernible diameter. This excludes, for example, ultraluminous infrared galaxies from pair samples.
4. If we invert the CPG selection relation in terms of the apparent diameters we Ðnd that the maximum size ratio a i , (for the basic selection criteria) is This means that a 2 /a 1 D 8. the CPG favors magnitude-and thus size-concordant pairs, biasing the sample against hierarchical binaries. The median di †erence in apparent magnitude between components in (E]S) is S*mT \ 0.50^0.5, and that for (S]S) is S*mT \ 0.40^0.4.
5. The existence of a morphology-density relation for galaxies raises the possibility that the environmental properties of the (E]S) and (S]S) subsamples might be signiÐcantly di †erent. This issue is related to the puzzle of why signiÐcant numbers of mixed pairs exist at all if environmental "" nurturing ÏÏ is important in determining galaxy morphology. It is surprising, then, that so many (E]S) pairs passed the CPG isolation criterion and that their mean separation and magnitude di †erence properties are so similar to the values for the (S]S) subsample.
6. Pairs with the faintest apparent magnitudes must have smaller apparent separations to survive the isolation criterion and enter the CPG. This means that apparently close pairs are biased toward physically close binaries (pairs near pericenter or with smaller mean physical separations). The brighter pairs therefore sample a wider range of physical separations. This bias is introduced mainly through the apparent magnitudes because pairs were selected based on that quantity. It can mask physical correlations that depend on pair component separation.
The concept of a "" Ðeld ÏÏ population of galaxies as distinct from a cluster population has existed since the earliest days of extragalactic astronomy (Hubble 1936) . The propensity of galaxies toward aggregation in multiple systems and clusters is apparent in the ever-increasing scale lengths over which large-scale structure can be traced. While a true "" Ðeld ÏÏ as a low-density continuum of galaxies underlying the clusters does not exist, a clumpy Ðeld of loose groups can be said to occupy the regions of space outside of clusters and voids. Catalogs assembled with an isolation criterion such as the CIG (and CPG) select objects primarily from this environment. High-velocity galaxy-galaxy encounters are expected to be rare in this environment, hence the designation of the CIG as an "" isolated ÏÏ galaxy population. We consider some possible bias associated with the CIG :
1. Assuming a galaxy diameter D D 20 kpc and a peculiar velocity relative to the Hubble Ñow V D 150 km s~1 (Rivolo & Yahil 1981) , the time required for an intruder galaxy to traverse 20 diameters is D2 ] 109 yr. This is a Ðrst-order estimate of the time since the last galaxy-galaxy interaction for a CIG system. Unless this estimate is very far from reality, it suggests that CIG galaxies are reasonably isolated. This should render our study as "" clean ÏÏ as possible in the sense that only (a) the intrinsic properties of the individual galaxies (for the CIG and CPG) and (b) the e †ects of periodic encounters (for the CPG) should inÑuence the optical emission from CPG pairs. A closer examination of the two-dimensional angular diameter criterion for isolation has shown, in some cases, that, while isolated on the sky, the CIG galaxies are not necessarily isolated in space, and as such, this sample does not represent an ideal population of Ðeld galaxies (Haynes & Giovanelli 1983) . As long as the typical environments of the CPG and CIG are the same, this is not a serious or relevant problem.
2. There is a possible breakdown in the selection procedure at the bright end of the CIG sample because nearby groups may occupy large solid angles and therefore may not be obvious on the Sky Survey. This is part of the incompleteness of this sample at bright magnitudes (see Fig. 1 ). However, again, the same e †ect operates on the CPG.
The mean recession velocity is adopted as a distance indicator for each galaxy after correction for solar motion relative to the Local Group and the Virgocentric Ñow. The latter correction uses an infall model in the linear regime (Schechter 1980 ) with parameters taken from Aaronson et al. (1982) . The possibility of systematic errors in the Zwicky magnitudes has been discussed by numerous authors (Kron and Shane 1976 ; Auman et al. 1982 ; Haynes & Giovanelli 1984) . Although these and other authors present recursion relations to convert Zwicky magnitudes to those of other systems, most notably to the photographic magnitudes in the Holmberg system (Holmberg 1958) , or to the system B T (De Vaucouleurs et al. 1976) , it has been shown that these recursion relations are probably unsatisfactory for magnitudes fainter than 14.0. Moreover, the majority of the galaxies in both the CPG and CIG samples are fainter than that limit. For this reason, we choose not to convert to another system, but rather we adopt the Zwicky scale. Figure 2 shows the redshift and the absolute magnitude distributions for the CPG ([E]S] and [S]S]) and CIG samples. There is no signiÐcant evidence for inhomogeneity in the paired and isolated samples, perhaps because they were compiled independently of any redshift information. If present it should a †ect both samples in approximately the same way. The absolute magnitude distributions reveal some interesting facts, especially when broken into early and late Hubble-type subsamples :
OPTICAL STATISTICS
1. The spiral components of (E]S) (and [S]S]) pairs show a mean absolute magnitude brighter than M Zw \ 0.5 the mean for spiral galaxies in the isolated (CIG) sample. Table 1 shows that the excess brightness is concentrated in the late-type rather than in the E/S0 components of (E]S) pairs. It is interpreted as a signature of interaction enhanced star formation levels in these components. A nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test for equality of two medians suggest D 2500 means that we should have detected dwarf early-and latetype galaxies if they existed within this volume in both the (E]S) and isolated samples. We do, in fact, Ðnd the dwarf late-type systems. Early-type dwarf galaxies are not found in the CIG or among (E]S) pairs. Late-type dwarfs are found in both the CIG and (S]S) pairs. These facts raise a fundamental question concerning our comparisons between the late-type galaxy populations in the (E]S) and CIG samples. Should we ignore the di †erences at the lowluminosity end of the distributions and proceed directly to a search for evidence of an optical enhancement in pairs ? The similarity in selection criteria and completeness in both CPG and CIG samples (and the fact that we see dwarf late-type galaxies) suggest that the di †erences are intrinsic. If this is the case, a direct comparison is warranted. If we interpret the di †erences as a bias introduced by the combination of the selection criteria and the morphologydensity relation, a corrective solution would be to eliminate the faint end from both the CIG and (S]S) (M Zw º [17.0) comparison samples, because this population does not exist in the (E]S) sample. A third alternative comes from the fact that most of the dwarf galaxies are selected from a small local volume of space where few (E]S) pairs were found. One could therefore compare the samples by modifying the shape of the control sample redshift distributions. That is, given a sample redshift distribution with 103 km s~1 bins, we match the relative number of galaxies in adjacent bins, as much as possible, for both samples. The e †ect is almost the same, except that a few pairs are rejected. We decided to consider the basic statistics with and without a sample modiÐcation to see whether there was a signiÐcant di †er-ence in any of our main results. Figure 3 shows the redshift and absolute magnitude distributions for the CPG and CIG samples after modifying the shape of the (S]S) and CIG samples. Table 1 presents a comparison of the mean values of the absolute magnitude the recession velocity and dispersions of these two M Zw , V r , quantities. Table 2 summarizes the results of a nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test (M-W) for equality of two medians and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistical test to compare the samples under the null hypothesis that they come from the same parent distribution.
Although the signiÐcance level of the M-W tests in Table  2 decrease as we go from the direct to the modiÐed comparisons, the trend commented on in (1), of a higher absolute magnitude in the CPG samples compared with the CIG, is basically preserved and is still statistically signiÐcant. No enhancement is found for the early-type components. This is in apparent conÑict with Xu & Sulentic (1991) who inferred an early-type enhancement from the optical luminosity function (OLF) of (E]E) pairs. Comparison of (E]S) and (S]S) results indicates that the average level of optical enhancement for a spiral component is the same in the two types of pairs. A cumulative distribution function (CDF) comparison in Figure 4 conÐrms that the spiral components are responsible for the optical luminosity enhancement in mixed pairs. If we omit dwarf spirals from the CIG sample to "" match ÏÏ the mixed-pair spiral sample, an excess persists. The largest di †erences are then found in the interval
The error bars are estimated (Feigelson & Nelson 1985) in the limit when no upper limits are present.
Optical L uminosity Functions
The OLF o †ers an alternate way to search for an optical luminosity enhancement in pairs. It provides a way to conÐrm the e †ect found from direct comparison of the luminosity distributions. The di †erential nature of the comparison focuses the e †ect of the sample di †erences at intermediate to high luminosities into some data bins. Only sources with b º 20¡ were included in the OLF derivation. This restriction will minimize any e †ects of Galactic extinction, for which no correction was applied. Photographic magnitudes have been adopted throughout. The e †ects M Zw of internal extinction, the K-correction, and the uncertainty of the photographic magnitudes are ignored. They are specially difficult to quantify for interacting galaxies.
Because both our paired and comparison samples are incomplete, the "" classical ÏÏ estimator of the OLF is V m used, for which the incompleteness can be conveniently corrected (Huchra & Sargent 1973) . Isolated pairs and CIG galaxies are assumed uniformly distributed in space. The di †erential luminosity function /(M), which represents the number of galaxies per unit space volume and per unit absolute magnitude interval, is estimated (Felten 1976 ) from
where ) (in steradians) is the sky coverage of the sample and is the maximum volume within which a source 
The OLF for (E]S) and (S]S) samples has been calculated for the individual galaxy components rather than for pairs as units. The reliability of both the estimator, and V m the correction for the incompleteness depends critically on the validity of the homogeneity assumption, that is, the redshift distribution of the sample should be consistent with the assumption that the sources are uniformly distributed in space (Binggeli et al. 1988) . While this is approximately true for the pair and comparison samples, the populations of pair components are certainly not homogeneous by deÐni-tion. The CPG component sample comprises two subsamples for each pair type with exactly the same redshift distribution (the redshift distribution of the [E]S] or [S]S] pairs). One is composed of the brighter components of pairs and the other of the fainter components. The OLF of the (E]S) and (S]S) pair samples is therefore estimated from the sum of the OLF for the component subsamples, and the errors are determined from the quadratic sum of the corresponding errors in the OLF for each subsample.
The limiting magnitude the sky coverage ) (in m lim , steradians), the size (number of sources in the samples), and the values of the m factor (correction for the incompleteness) for the working samples are listed in Table 3 . The m factor for the CIG sample also takes into account the incompleteness of the redshift data. We Ðtted the OLF with a Schechter function of the form
The values of the best Ðts to the brighter (M Zw ¹ [18.0) part of the OLF for the three parameters a, and are / * , M * also listed in Table 3 .
The OLF for (E]S), (S]S), and the comparison sample is shown in Figure 5 . The dotted and dashed curves (upper panel) show the OLF for the CfA and CfA1 Ðeld galaxies (Davies & Huchra 1982 ; Willmer 1997) after conversion for km s~1 Mpc~1. The solid line is a Ðt to the OLF of H 0 \ 75 the CIG galaxies with a Schechter function. The CIG OLF is in very good agreement with a previous determination (Xu & Sulentic 1991) . We conÐrm that the CIG sample is deep enough to provide a reasonable representation of the loose group (i.e., Ðeld) galaxy population, despite being selected with a strong isolation criterion. The rising slope at the faint end is due to the late-type dwarf galaxy population present in this sample. If this dwarf population is elimi- nated, it will not a †ect the shape of the bright end where we hope to quantify a luminosity enhancement. If we trim the samples in redshift rather than absolute magnitude (lower panel) this matching implies an undersampling that a †ects a wider magnitude interval and introduces a broad "" feature ÏÏ in the OLF. The OLF then becomes less steep in the mid and faint parts. This type of feature, which can a †ect a luminosity function derived with the method, has been V max previously reported by De Lapparent, Geller, & Huchra (1989) . The relative vertical displacements of the OLFs are not signiÐcant because we do not have complete samples. We are interested in the shape of the function as a measure of an optical luminosity enhancement. The spirals in (E]S) pairs show an enhancement relative to the CIG. This is usually quantiÐed with the parameter in the Schechter (1980) M * formalism that measures the bright-end turnover of the OLF. It can be seen in the upper panel as an apparent convergence of the pair OLF toward the CIG OLF. Table 3 indicates that is 0.5 mag brighter for the pairs. This is M * consistent with the excess mean absolute magnitude for the pair sample listed Table 1. The K-S goodness-of-Ðt tests in Table 2 reject the hypothesis that the (E]S) and CIG OLFs are the same at the 1.25 ] 10~3 signiÐcance level. The comparison of the (E]S) and CIG early-type galaxy populations yield a K-S signiÐcance of 0.79, indicating no signiÐcant di †erence. Similarly the K-S result for spirals in (E]S) and (S]S) pairs yields 0.27, again consistent with no di †erence. This is graphically seen in the lower panel of Figure 6 , where the two OLFs show very similar shapes. Xu & Sulentic (1991) average spiral in an (E]S) pair is enhanced at about the same level as one in an (S]S) pair. Our results and those of Xu & Sulentic (1991) indicate that spiral galaxies in (presumably) interacting pairs are 1.6È2.0 times brighter than more isolated spirals in the noncluster environment.
(E]S) PAIR INTERACTION CLASSES, OPTICAL LUMINOSITY, AND PROJECTED SEPARATION
A discussion of interaction classes in (E]S) pairs raises the difficult issue of deÐning "" interaction ÏÏ objectively. It is perhaps interaction criteria that provide the only means for identifying individual physical binaries. This becomes particularly important in view of the difficulty of excluding large numbers of accordant redshift optical pairs from the catalogs (see the Appendix). A simple and useful set of descriptive classes for the interaction-induced optical peculiarities in pairs were provided in the CPG. Three categories of interaction-related features were suggested in the CPG : LI (from link) pairs with evidence of tidal bridges (br), tails (ta) or both (LIN[br]ta]) ; AT (from atmosphere) pairs with components in a common envelope of symmetrical amorphous (am) or asymmetrical shredded (sh) character ; and DI (from distortion) pairs with one or both components showing structural distortion. The three classes are not observed in the same proportion in the CPG. The most subjective DI class is found most frequently. LI, AT, and DI classes, respectively, represent 17%, 9%, and 37% of the (E]S) sample, leaving almost 38% of those pairs without any visible signs of interaction in the NI class (noninteracting). Our large sample of pairs enables us to make a Ðrst-order study of the variation of optical luminosity with pair interaction morphology (Fig. 8) and projected pair component separation (Fig. 9) . The upper and lower panels of Figure 8 compare the optical luminosity for seven interaction classes for the late and early-type pair components, respectively. IN represents the sum of the AT/LI/DI classes or all galaxies with some discernible signs of interaction. SA represents a sum of all spiral pair components (EA for the ellipticals) with IN or without NI signs of interaction. ISO presents the result for the CIG control sample. The di †erence between SA and ISO corresponds to the paired spiral enhancement quantiÐed in Tables 1 (mean  and 3 We note that M Zw ) (M * ). the NI spirals in pairs show a slightly higher mean luminosity than the IN spirals. Ignoring the possibility that the optical enhancement might be unrelated to interaction, this suggests : (1) that many of the pairs without signs of interaction are true physical systems showing a spiral luminosity enhancement and (2) that AT and DI interaction classes, in particular, are not good selectors of optically enhanced pairs. Interaction classes will be less e †ective in discriminating enhanced (E]S) pairs compared with the (S]S) class because only one component is likely to show mor- phological disturbance : early-type components rarely show strong perturbations. Interaction morphology is expected to be a better tracer of far-IR enhancement (see, e.g., Xu & Sulentic 1991) because it is generated by reprocessing of radiation from hotter and shorter-lived star formation. The optical signature is more long-lived because it arises from a numerically larger population (rather than the highluminosity tail of the initial mass function [IMF]) of lower mass stars, whose signature can persist after some shortterm morphological features have faded. LI class (bridges and tails) appears to be the most e †ective selector of optically enhanced (E]S) pairs.
AT class, representing pairs in a common luminous envelope, are rare in our sample (n \ 11) as expected. Close examination of unpublished CCD images suggest that this is a heterogeneous population with six pairs showing little signs of spiral structure in the late-type component. These are probably early-type pairs composed of E and S0 galaxies. In addition, the "" E ÏÏ component of the pair CPG 485 is actually a gas-rich compact starbursting dwarf (see, e.g., Rampazzo et al. 1995) . The pair CPG 542 is a rare case in this sample of a hierarchical pair composed of a bright spiral and a dwarf elliptical. In general, the elliptical components of IN (E]S) pairs appear slightly underluminous compared with the control (ISO) sample. The fact that the ellipticals in NI pairs appear most luminous is probably a selection e †ect of unknown origin unless proximity to a spiral dims an elliptical. The relatively high luminosity of the ISO ellipticals is unlikely to be a real e †ect. Rather, it probably reÑects a bias in the early-type part of the ISO sample that was selected on the basis of redshift availability. Ellipticals of moderate luminosity are ([18 ¹ M Zw ¹ [21) more easily missed than corresponding spirals in a visual search.
Figure 9 (left) shows the distribution of (E]S) and (S]S) pair component luminosities as a function of projected separation, normalized to the size of the primary component in each pair. The horizontal line indicates the mean luminosity level for the control sample. The optical luminosity enhancement in the spiral samples is obvious. Do closer pairs show higher average spiral luminosity ? This question is better asked for the far-IR luminosity than for the optical. The optical signature, then, is interpreted as a longer-lived signature of less massive star formation enhancement. Thus, an optical enhancement might persist long after a pair passes pericenter. Another bias will also cloud any correlation of luminosity with separation. As mentioned in°2.1, lowÈapparent magnitude pairs must be closer together in order to survive the CPG isolation criterion. This will introduce a bias toward physically close pair among the fainter systems. Only the brighter pairs will sample a wide range in physical separation. To see the impact of this bias, Figure 9 (right) shows the correspondent plots after removing faint galaxy pairs up to m Zw ¹ 14.9. Table 4 shows the mean luminosity of pair components with separation (SEP) values within and outside 1.0 for both 15.7 and 14.9 magnitude limits. m Zw Although a small excess luminosity for spirals in (E]S) pairs with SEP ¹ 1.0 appears when we restrict the sample to pairs with components brighter than a T -test m Zw ¹ 14.9, rejects this as statistically signiÐcant. Surprisingly, the E components in (E]S) pairs with SEP ¹ 1.0 are more luminous than those in wider pairs but a T -test again rejects it as a signiÐcant result. Similarly, we did not Ðnd any signiÐ-cant luminosity excess for the spirals in (S]S) pairs with SEP ¹ 1.0.
THE MORPHOLOGICAL CONTENT IN (E]S) AND CIG GALAXIES
The full range of standard morphological types is observed in the CIG and CPG samples, giving us the opportunity to make, at least, a Ðrst-order comparison of the morphological content under the basic assumption that the CIG is a sample morphologically representative of the "" Ðeld. ÏÏ Table 5 presents the population of Hubble types in various catalogs : the UGC catalog (Nilson 1973) , the Gisler (1980) Ðeld galaxy sample, the isolated galaxy sample (CIG) by Karachentseva (1973) , and the isolated pairs of galaxies (CPG) by Karachentsev (1972) .
The fractions are calculated as the number of galaxies of each Hubble type normalized to the total number of galaxies in the correspondent catalog. A few comments are necessary before any interpretation. (1) The CPG morphology data are heterogeneous, representing previously a Numbers in parenthesis include our corrections to misclassiÐed E/S0 galaxies in mixed pairs.
published as well as considerable 6 m data summarized in Karachentsev (1987) . (2) The UGC estimate for the Sc fraction is probably too high. (3) The Gisler value for Sm/I is too high, because it includes all Markarian and otherwise peculiar galaxies. With these comments in mind, a comparison of fractions in Table 5 suggests that the morphological content of the CIG sample can be considered as a fair representation of the Ðeld. Although Dressler (1980) did not give explicit fractions for late-type galaxies in his study of rich clusters, he considered 10%, 10%, and 80% as representative fractions for E, S0, and S/I in the Ðeld, also compatible with the early-type fractions in the CIG sample.
Our procedure to compare the morphological content of mixed pairs and isolated galaxies is to identify Ðrst any biases that might be introduced in the (E]S) and CIG samples by extracting them from the original parent samples. We have done this by : (1) looking at the morphological content of the entire 602 ] 2 CPG pair components and comparing it with the 126 ] 2 (E]S) sample and (2) looking at the morphological content of the entire 1052 CIG sample and comparing it with the n \ 468 CIG subsample with reported redshifts. After this, a direct comparison was made between the (E]S) and CIG samples to explore their morphological content. A second comparison was made by taking a closer look at the Hubble classiÐcations (mainly for the E/S0 galaxies) through the images of the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS) and the unpublished 0.9 m CCD images (S&S).
The most elementary comparison of the morphological content was done by comparing the observed fractions of early (E/S0) and late-type (SaÈSm) galaxies. The uncertainties reported are based on n1@2 statistics. Table 6 presents the original CIG/CPG cataloged morphologies of each galaxy and the results based on a new inspection of all the E/S0 galaxies on the DSS for the (E]S) and CIG samples. Table 6 suggests (1) a deÐcit of S0 and (2) an excess of E galaxies in the (E]S) sample. Our Ðrst concern is that some S0s have been misclassiÐed as ellipticals or early-type spiral galaxies. A visual inspection of all the E/S0 in (E]S) and CIG galaxies on the DSS give E and S0 fractions (Table 6 , in parentheses) that conÐrm the catalog result. This is also true after taking into account the e †ects of the dwarf galaxy part of the CIG Further conÐdence in our (M Zw º [17.0). reÐned classiÐcation of the early-type components in pairs (in parentheses) comes from our use of the unpublished (S&S) CCD images for this sample.
Previous observational studies of a southern hemisphere sample of (E]S) pairs, Rampazzo & Sulentic (1992) among others, suggested that several kinds of true and false (E]S) pairs were probably present in the CPG (E]S) sample : (1) "" disky ÏÏ pairs where a spiral galaxy is paired with an S0 system, (2) "" early-type ÏÏ pairs or (E]S0) system where the late-type component is actually a lenticular rather than a spiral, (3) pairs where the spiral structure in the "" late-type ÏÏ component is tidally generated, and (4) elliptical components showing shell structure or other evidence that it is a merger product. Classes 1 and 2 should be rare in this sample if the deÐcit of S0 components is real. The latter two classes can be described as pairs whose original morphology may have been signiÐcantly modiÐed by secular evolution. Class 3 could, in part, account for the rarity of S0 systems in the (E]S) sample. Class 4 reÑects the suggestion that some (E]S) pairs could be the last stages in the coalescence of higher order systems like triplets or compact groups (Wiren et al. 1996) . The apparent excess of Sa galaxies in our sample is almost certainly too large to be due entirely to misclassiÐed lenticulars, suggesting the existence of dynamical e †ects that tend to enhance the bulge component of spiral galaxies, perhaps either because of the presence of a bar (Pfenniger & Norman 1990 ; Norman et al. 1996) and/or collective dissipative e †ects (Zhang 1996) . Karachentsev & Karachentseva (1975) argued that earlytype and barred galaxies were overrepresented in the CPG. We conÐrm the excess of early-type systems both in the entire CPG and in the (E]S) sample. We do not Ðnd a The numbers in parentheses in the upper panel are our corrections after visual inspection to all E/S0 galaxies in (E]S) pairs by using the DSS and the unpublished 0.9 m KPNO images from S&S. The numbers in parentheses in the lower panel are our corrections to all E/S0 galaxies in the CIG sample (with redshift information) by using the DSS. support for the excess of barred systems. A more reÐned morphological classiÐcation for both CPG and CIG samples has been carried out by G. Paturel in the Lyon Extragalactic Database. Using this reclassiÐcation we have derived a new estimate for the frequency of barred structure in (E]S) pairs (0.25^0.05), compared with 0.38^0.06 for the CIG sample. Among the early-type spirals (earlier than SBb) we Ðnd 0.17^0.04 and 0.15^0.03 for (E]S) and CIG samples, respectively. This result does not support the hypothesis that the early-type spiral excess in (E]S) pairs is due to a dynamical process unless the process is unrelated to bar structure. Another possibility is that bars in already secularly evolved spirals are redder than the bars found in an isolated sample. Near-IR images might be the most e †ec-tive for detecting stellar bars in spirals, while most existing data are B and V bands. Little work has been done to check this conclusions . It is interesting to note that a bar deÐcit has also been noted in another sample of strongly interacting systems : compact groups.
The spirals in mixed pairs show an underrepresentation relative to spirals in CIG sample. This becomes stronger if only the isolated galaxies with reported redshift are selected. In a redshift survey there may be a tendency to select highÈ surface brightness galaxies and galaxies with obvious emission knots where the redshift can be more easily measured. In addition, this could also be a manifestation of the morphology-density relation for galaxies at the lowest level of galaxy clustering. These e †ects may explain part of the di †erent frequency of bars found here for types later than SBb in isolated galaxies, 0.23^0.03 against 0.10^0.05 for galaxies later than SBb in (E]S) pairs. In all of the above discussion, we cannot rule out a signiÐcant e †ect due to interaction-induced obscuration and/or disruption of bar structures in (E]S) systems.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
One of the big surprises that emerged from the CPG catalog was the large number of (E]S) pairs discovered. Such a large number of mixed-type pairs is, at Ðrst glance, puzzling in view of current ideas about galaxy formation that see local environment as determining galaxy morphology. This was the theoretical motivation for the belief that most pairs had morphologically concordant components. This general belief led some (Faber & Gallagher 1979 ; Noerdlinger 1979) to argue that the (E]S) pairs should be largely discordant or accordant optical alignments. We Ðnd, however, that the (E]S) pairs are well represented in the CPG, accounting for D25% of the sample. Perhaps a fraction of the (E]S) pairs are the product of secular evolution from (partially merged) higher order multiplets or originally morphologically concordant pairs (Rampazzo & Sulentic 1992 ; Wiren et al. 1996) . One of the motivations for studying mixed pairs is to see if the component galaxies are somehow di †erent from their Ðeld counterparts. The large CPG sample of mixed pairs makes it ideal for statistical study of this relatively understudied pair population.
A Dwarf Galaxy Population
The absence of dwarf (E]S) pairs and isolated dwarf early-type galaxies points toward a deÐcit of the latter in the "" Ðeld ÏÏ possibly related to the morphology-density relation. The problem is that we know that dwarf E/S0 galaxies exist in nearby loose groups (e.g., M32 and NGC 205). The absence of such galaxies in the CIG may be a bias introduced by the selection criteria. Hierarchical structure in nearby groups suggests that many dwarf E/S0 galaxies are satellites of much larger spiral galaxies (e.g., M31 ] M32 ] NGC205). An isolated M31 ] M32 "" pair ÏÏ would likely be too hierarchical to survive the CPG selection criteria, while the dwarf members viewed as a dwarf pair in the actual triplet will violate the CPG isolation criterion. Support for these arguments comes from Binggeli, Tarenghi, & Sandage (1990) , who reported a deep optical search for dwarf E/S0 galaxies which ([12 ¹ M B ¹ [18), enabled them to compare their distribution with that of bright Zwicky galaxies sampled in the same volume. They found that dwarf galaxies fall into the structures delineated by luminous galaxies and that there is a strong morphological segregation among the dwarfs : late-type and irregular dwarfs are more dispersed than dwarf E/S0.
To compare the environments of paired and isolated galaxies with those of other well-studied samples of groups and clusters, we have divided both the (E]S) and (S]S) samples into close and wide pairs based on their projected separations (SEP ¹ 1.5 and SEP º 1.5, respectively). A crude estimation of the mass density for each sample was accomplished by following Gregory & Thompson (1978) . A line of sight depth r D 2 Mpc is assumed for the pairs and isolated galaxies in order to assign a depth to each sample in the redshift direction. The log o limits Mpc~3) for (M _ pairs are based on the most (CPG 128) and least (CPG 588) isolated pairs, and that of isolated galaxies is based on the isolation criteria (see°2.1). Some estimations of log o in known groups and clusters are also taken from Gregory & Thompson (1978) for comparison. The volume V associated with each sample is calculated according to
where u is the solid angle (in steradians), r is the distance (from the radial velocity), and dr is the associated depth. We have taken the total mass estimation for pairs from Karachentsev (1987) and for E/S0 and 10 for isolated M/L B \ 20 spirals. Table 7 presents the results obtained.
Our estimations are very rough and caution is necessary in using Table 7 because neither group membership nor dimension in the redshift direction is known. Nevertheless, owing to the consistent manner in which Table 7 was prepared, the order of magnitude of the associated density, compared with that of rich clusters like Coma, suggests that we are indeed observing a strong enough density contrast that could favor the absence of dwarf E/S0 galaxies in both the isolated and mixed pairs sampled. This is consistent with the fact that in the low-density Ðeld, dwarf E/S0 are expected to be rarer than late-type dwarfs, obeying a morphology-density relation like the one found for more massive galaxies. More speciÐcally, in the Ðeld there are virtually no isolated dwarf E/S0 galaxies. Those that exist, outside of denser environments like clusters and rich groups, are close companions (satellites) to massive giants, where the e †ective local density is in fact high. This also adds further evidence to support that the faint end of the luminosity function of elliptical galaxies falls o † very steeply at absolute blue magnitudes fainter than [17.0 (Binggeli, Sandage, & Tammann 1988 ; Binggeli et al. 1990 ) and reinforces the idea (°2.1) that either a direct comparison (without sample "" trimming ÏÏ) or a matching at the faint end of the absolute magnitude distributions of mixed and CIG galaxies allow a valid comparison between isolated and paired samples. Larson & Tinsley (1978) demonstrated that the UBV colors of galaxies depend mainly on their star formation history providing a good reference for comparisons between isolated and paired samples. Bergvall (1981) noted that pair members share similar colors, and Demin et al. (1984) reported that 12 ("" pure [E]S] ÏÏ) out of 23 mixed pairs showed correlated UBV colors, while 11 ("" false ÏÏ [S]S0]) pairs showed no e †ect. The mere existence of a Holmberg e †ect in mixed pairs would presumably reÑect either (1) a common origin with similar component IMFs or (2) mutually induced star formation. In order to test the latter possibility, we have searched the literature for available U[B and B[V data for mixed pairs and CIG galaxies. We found B[V data for only seven (E]S) and (S]S0) pairs each and about 60 isolated galaxies. Although the B[V colors of galaxies belonging to a speciÐc type T have a large dispersion, the mean value seems to decline systematically as T increases along the Hubble sequence (Roberts & Haynes 1994) . Then, in spite the small existing data for mixed pairs, by comparing their mean B[V colors against those for galaxies of the same type from the Uppsala General Catalog (UGC) and the Local Supercluster (LSc), (Roberts & Haynes 1994) we expect to show how strongly a galaxy in a mixed pair would change its color as to match its companion but we fail to conÐrm any di †erences. Obviously a much larger sample of UBV colors are needed to test for a Holmberg e †ect in mixed pairs.
Optical Enhancement
Very recent star formation is sampled by the extreme UV, which can be observed indirectly through its ionization e †ects (e.g., Ha Ñuxes). The far-UV samples star formation over periods comparable with the lifetime of a typical star formation burst and therefore provides an excellent measure of the amplitude of such bursts. The IRAS 25 and 60 km are also good tracers of such bursts. By contrast, the V band (j5500) responds to the combined e †ects of star formation over the past several Gyr, meaning that one must model the entire star formation history accurately to derive information on the recent history (OÏConnell 1990) . A small body of spectral synthesis data (De Mello et al. 1995 , 1996 shows some evidence for a young stellar component in some E components.
The optical luminosity provides an L B \ 101.95~0.4MZw estimate of the blue luminosity at j4400. Based on this (lL l ) indicator, we have found that the (E]S) pairs exhibit some interesting luminosity asymmetries. Although a proper interpretation would require modeling the entire star formation histories of the galaxies in our samples, the result that the spirals in (E]S) have higher blue luminosities compared with isolated spiral galaxies, may be interpreted as evidence that tidal interactions can enhance the star formation rate in galactic disks. The similarity of the enhancement level for spirals in (E]S) and (S]S) pairs may be suggesting that the ambient disk properties are not the primary factor in the interaction enhancement equation. This also indicates that the mass of a perturber is more important than its angular momentum properties. See also (Keel 1993) . In a forthcoming paper (Paper II), we propose an interaction scenario to interpret both the optical and the infrared observations in mixed pairs.
The OLF has been used as a tool in an e †ort to characterize the statistical properties of paired and isolated samples. We have focused on the shape of the OLF to get insight into the process responsible for the optical (blue) emission. In this sense, a comparison of the samples means to evaluate di †erences between classes of objects. The incompleteness of the (E]S) pairs at the faint end make the comparison difficult. A Schechter function Ðt in the parameters a, and is somewhat interdependent on the (/ * , M * ) given values for each parameter, making the Ðts rigid. The comparison through Schechter functions was done at the bright end of the OLF by giving a Ðxed statistical weight to the faint part. Our estimations of are basically in agree-M * ment with the ones obtained through the absolute magnitude distributions and favor the interpretation of an optical emission enhancement probably associated to induced star formation in these interacting pairs. The OLF of the isolated galaxies is a fair representation of the Ðeld, and it features a tendency to Ñatten or rise at the faint end mainly because of the presence of a dwarf S/I galaxy population. Interestingly, the deep dwarf E/S0 counts of Binggeli et al. (1990) , besides tracing the distribution of giant galaxies, supports a Ñat (or decreasing) faint end of their luminosity functions in the Ðeld. In contrast, cluster luminosity functions are steeply rising at the faint end (Sandage et al. 1985 ; Binggeli et al. 1988 ; Phillipps et al. 1998 ). This also indicates that there are fewer dwarfs per giant in the Ðeld than in clusters.
T he Optical L uminosity and the Projected Separation
Should we expect a relationship between the projected SEP and the optical luminosity for the component (L B ) galaxies in pairs ? If the premise that the orbital properties are important determinants for the optical enhancement is valid, we would expect to observe a correlation between the emission levels within pairs at di †erent separations. Consider the e †ect of a passing galaxy with mass M moving with speed V on matter in another galaxy in the impulse approximation. The change in momentum is the product of the gravitational force and duration t of the interaction. In these circumstances the change in velocity of matter in the other galaxy is
where R is the impact parameter of the encounter. Thus the energy transfer in the interaction *E,
ignoring logarithmic factors associated with the integration over the path traveled during the encounter. The above result suggests a possible form for the relation between optical luminosity and projected separation. Thus under the impulse approximation, if the optical luminosity was directly related to the total energy transfer during the interaction, since R D SEP, we might expect that a relation between and SEP would be of the form L B L B P SEP~2. Besides the reasons exposed in°4 to explain the masked relationship between and SEP in our paired samples, a L B cautionary note about the use of SEP must be set. SEP is deÐned from two quantities strongly subject to bias : the projected separation and the size of the primary component in each pair. The fact in°2.1 that our paired samples are biased toward binaries with small viewing angles and perhaps certain orbital phases (see pairs near pericenter ; Van Moorsel 1982) may reÑect that a small SEP value does not necessarily represent a small true physical separation. On the other hand, if the primary component is a spiral galaxy, it could be sometimes quite distortedÈthis more often overestimates its diameter. In other cases, it might even underestimate it because disk/arms look disrupted. If the primary component is an elliptical, we have an R1@4 law to contend with, so the galaxy has no clear "" edge.ÏÏ These biases, generated through the optical selection criterion in our samples, could be a †ecting a clear relationship between and SEP. L B
T he Hubble Morphological Content
Except for a few isolated images published elsewhere, the 0.9 m CCD atlas of mixed pairs (S&S) are the only systematic observations of B and V images with scale and image quality superior to the Sky Surveys. We feel more conÐdence in our reclassiÐcation (mainly for the E/S0 components in mixed pairs) than in previously cataloged information.
The overrepresentation of early types (E and Sa) as well as the underrepresentation of S0 galaxies in mixed pairs compared with CIG galaxies have interesting implications. A naive expectation would have been for an excess of S0 galaxies. This would be expected, by an unlikely analogy to cluster results if (1) a hot di †use medium surrounds the pairs and/or (2) frequent interpenetrating encounters occur in CPG pairs. In fact the pair CPG 127 is an example of an (E]S) pair that shows di †use X-ray emission (Davis et al. 1997) . It is interesting that the di †use gas is estimated to have near-primordial abundances, and yet the spiral component (NGC 2276) shows no sign of gas depletion expected both from induced star formation and halo stripping (Zasov & Sulentic 1994) . The later fact appears to be the rule rather than the exception for (E]S) pairs (Zasov & Sulentic 1994) , suggesting that a gas replenishment mechanism is operating or that the interactions favor star formation with an IMF heavily weighted to massive stars (Paper II).
T he S0 deÐcit in mixed pairs. ÈMoore et al. (1996) have noted that nearby clusters of galaxies are Ðlled with red ellipticals and S0 galaxies, while younger clusters (those at z D 0.4 or greater) contain substantial populations of blue spiral galaxies with morphological peculiarities. By contrast, galaxies that are not associated with clusters show far less morphological evolution as a function of redshift (Griffiths et al. 1994) . Moore et al. propose that multiple high-speed encounters between galaxies drive starbursts and rapid morphological evolution throughout a cluster of galaxies. The galaxy harassment (to distinguish it from other collisional e †ects such as mergers and cannibalism) means that the dominant stripping mechanism involves tides and high-speed encounters. In this context, a possible explanation for the S0 deÐcit in (E]S) pairs may be that the opposite is happening ; the typical low-velocity encounters in these pairs are much less conducive to their formation there.
T he Sa excess in mixed pairs. ÈPfenniger & Norman (1990) have analyzed the basic e †ects of weak dissipation in barred galaxies and have demonstrated the possibility of two major astrophysical consequences : (1) the rapid radial inÑow of gas in broad resonant regions created by the dynamical interaction between a bar and a central mass concentration and (2) substantial vertical heating of the disk that can enhance the bulge component of disk galaxies. Secular evolution along the Hubble sequence due to increasing bulge/disk ratio with time is a consequence of this resonant heating (Norman et al. 1996) . Although such processes may populate bulges from disk material, other bulge-forming scenarios such as enhanced star formation rates in the central part of a collapsing cloud (Eggen, Lynden-Bell, & Sandage 1962) or mergers may also play substantial roles.
Alternatively, Zhang (1996) proposed and analyzed a collective dissipation mechanism responsible for the secular evolution of the disks of spiral galaxies whose key element is the outward transport of angular momentum by a spiral pattern (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972) . As a result, the disk surface density should become more and more centrally concentrated, together with the building up of an extended outer envelope. The kind of spiral modes admitted by the disk also evolve, from the open to more tightly wound, causing a spiral galaxy to evolve along the Hubble sequence from the late to the early types.
T he E excess in mixed pairs.ÈThe process of merging is believed to account for some fraction of elliptical-like galaxies (Binney & Tremaine 1987 ; Barnes & Hernquist 1991 ; Schweizer & Seitzer 1992) . Alternatively, the role of mergers in the origin of the (E]S) pairs can also be considered under this scenario. Wiren et al. (1996) have developed theoretical models for the isolated Karachentsev pairs assuming that initially the galaxies were members of small groups that coalesced into binary systems via mergers. The latter possibility, favoring a merger origin, would predict an enhanced blue color and integrated luminosity for the elliptical merger products. This is so far not seen either in compact groups (Sulentic & Rabacca 1994) or in (E]S) pairs in the present paper. An extensive observational program on mixed pairs is being carried out in order to properly discriminate among the above theoretical scenarios.
6.5. Final Remarks Some important biases a †ect the comparison of optical emission properties between paired and unpaired galaxies. In addition to sample selection biases, one must consider di †erences in galaxy types and pair interaction classes. Magnitude-limited pair samples are deeper than similarly selected control samples. After properly accounting for these biases, we have found an optical luminosity enhancement from galaxies in pairs that could be attributed to an increased rate and efficiency of induced star formation in these interacting galaxies. It was previously seen at about the same level for (S]S) pairs (Xu & Sulentic 1991) . Taken at face value, this result suggests that the mass of the perturber is more important than its angular momentum properties. Although the physical nature of the enhancement remains much less clear, a variety of mechanisms could be playing an important role. Long-lasting bars may be stimulated by tidal perturbations (Noguchi 1988) , and it may be these bars rather than the external perturbations that fuel starbursts. The disk galaxies have di †erent responses to the perturbations produced by companions in di †erent kind of orbits, with the extremes probably found for direct and retrograde orbits in the disk plane. Bars may be easier to excite in direct encounters, as may grand-design two-armed tidal arms (Keel 1993) . The mere existence of a slight optical enhancement may be taken as evidence in favor of the existence of a considerable population of physical (E]S) pairs that show induced star formation.
A consequence of the selection criteria applied to the (E]S) and (S]S) samples is the fact that the component galaxies are mostly giant systems. The projected mean separation SxT in the (E]S) and (S]S) samples is 40.0 and 42.0 kpc, respectively, where about 70% do not exceed the sum of the diameters of the member galaxies and fewer than 10% of the systems have a projected separation greater than 100 kpc but less than 500 kpc. Furthermore, the apparent excess of E and Sa types in mixed pairs may also be interpreted in terms of merging and evolutionary phenomenology. All these facts may provide important clues to the origin and formation of these systems. The (E]S) pairs of galaxies are one of the most a natural laboratories for studies of the formation, evolution and interaction of stellar systems. The systematic observation of these pairs promises to improve our understanding of the relationship between galaxy morphology and local environment. This work was supported by grants IN104591 and IN109896 from DGAPA, UNAM. One of us (H. M. H. T.), wishes to acknowledge CONACyT for a graduate scholarship, as well as the hospitality of the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa, where part of this work was prepared. We are grateful to J. Masegosa and A. del Olmo for many enlightening and fruitful discussions. We also acknowledge our referee, M. Roberts, for his careful reading of the manuscript and for his acute but constructive criticism and comments, all of which helped us to focus and greatly improve this paper.
APPENDIX THE FRACTION OF OPTICAL PAIRS
Optical pairs represent the largest and more insidious form of contamination in pair samples, making it difficult to try to infer the frequency of optical pairs present. The various numerical-simulation papers in the early 1970s did much to popularize the notion that galactic bridges and tails are excellent signatures of strong tidal interactions in the recent past. According to this, the (E]S) pairs have a fraction of physical pairs of D65% in a sample where more than 90% of them have a relative radial velocity *v ¹ 500 km s~1.
For *v ¹ 500 km s~1, we still expect that a number are optical pairs. A velocity di †erence of a few hundred kilometers per second can be due to a spatial separation between galaxies of a few megaparsecs. This appendix is devoted to an estimation of the optical pair fraction that remains in the (E]S) and (S]S) samples. A Ðrst step is to describe the distribution of the *v values for the samples in terms of apparent magnitudes and projected separation and then use this description to estimate for pairs with *v ¹ 500 km s~1, the probability that the spatial separation between galaxies is larger than some critical length, that is, the probability that a pair is not a bound system. The procedure is based on our determination of the OLF for (E]S) and (S]S) pairs and the information on the two-point correlation function (Peebles 1980) . This allows us to estimate a fraction of optical pairs with *v ¹ 500 km s~1 and a critical length of 0.5 Mpc.
Consider two galaxies A and B at a projected angular separation h. For one galaxy (galaxy A), we specify the apparent magnitude and for the other (galaxy B), we specify the distance to us. We want to Ðnd the probability distribution for m A , r B the velocity di †erences. We therefore have to use our determination of the optical luminosity function /(M), giving the probability that a galaxy at a given distance has the given apparent magnitude, and an appropriate form of the two point correlation function m(r), deÐned such that it gives the probability dP of Ðnding a galaxy in a volume dq at a distance r from a given galaxy :
From equation (A1) it follows that the probability for the distance between us and galaxy A, if the apparent magnitude of r A the galaxy A is not speciÐed, is given by
where is the separation between galaxies A and B. Given that we know the apparent magnitudes r AB 2 \r A 2 ] r B 2 [ 2r A r B cos h of each galaxy in our samples, to Ðnd the probability distribution for we have to multiply equation (A2) by the fraction of r A , galaxies at a distance that have an apparent magnitude that is, by For m(r) we use the standard form (Peebles 1980) and assume that this form can be used for both small and m(r) \ (r 0 /r)c large separations. We use Mpc and c \ 1.77 (Davies & Peebles 1983 
Finally, to estimate the fraction of optical (E]S) and (S]S) pairs among those with *v ¹ 500 km s~1, we deÐne the function G@, which is the probability distribution for the di †erence of the distance to use for the optical pairs : 
The distance is a cuto † to the spatial separation of the two galaxies. We arbitrarily choose 0.5 Mpc here for By using r c r c . the same arguments that led to equation (A6) we can Ðnd a function H@(*v) \ G@(*v), which gives the distribution for the velocity di †erence for the optical pairs. If H@ is integrated over *v, for *v ¹ 500 km s~1, that gives the number of optical pairs that have *v ¹ 500 km s~1. The integral of H over the same range of *v, gives the number of optical pairs that have *v ¹ 500 km s~1, regardless if they are physical or optical pairs. Hence, if we take the ratio HÏ/ H, we Ðnd the fraction of optical pairs with *v ¹ 500 km s~1.
Our estimated fractions with the above procedure is D11% for the (E]S) and D13% for the (S]S) samples. We conclude that about 10%È15% of the pairs in our (E]S) and (S]S) samples are pairs that are not physically bound, that is, pairs with separations exceeding 0.5 Mpc. This in good agreement with previous estimations based on Monte Carlo simulations (Karachentsev 1987) .
